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The Sunday of 11th May 2014 was eventful with three events one following the other.
• First event was the students’ farewell event – ADIEU 2014 – at 1st Floor Seminar Hall
• Second event was School Principal Meet – DJMIT-DARPAN – at Ramanuj Hall
• Third event was Cultural Programme – at Open House

ADIEU-2014

The beginning was done by distributing folders to students of all branches with alumni form to be filled and submitted by the students as future alumni of DJMIT.

INAUGURAL FUNCTION:
The inaugural function of students’ farewell began with inviting the dignitaries on the dais. The dignitaries included the Chief Guest Ms. Avi Sabava la, President – Vadodara Chamber of Commerce and Industry (VCCI), Vadodara, Mr. Narendra Shrimali, Chairman-CENT and DJMIT, Anand and Prof. Dr. Archana Nanoty, Principal, DJMIT, Anand.

A floral welcome of the dignitaries on the dais.

A prayer was recited before the start of the function to make the occasion auspicious.

SPEECHES:
Mr. Vinod Parmar, Director, DJMIT gave a brief welcome speech after which there was floral welcome to the dignitaries on the dais.

After the welcome speech, Prof. Avdhoot Jejurkar, HOD-Mechanical presented a brief report of the performance of the maiden batch graduating from DJMIT for three departments i.e. Civil, Mechanical and Electrical Departments. Later Prof. Arpit Mehta, HOD-CSE presented a similar
report for two departments i.e. Electronics and Communication and Computer Science Departments.

Brief Report about the Departments - DJMIT

Speeches were also given by the students, i.e. one student of each department, to share their experiences and memories during their stay at DJMIT. Some of the speeches were quite touching which was indicative of mixed emotions of the students which they were undergoing during this phase. The emotions were joyful owing to successful completion of 4 years at the institute and little sadness due to leaving the premises, teachers and classmates for the future endeavours.

Memories shared by Students

Prof. Dr. Archana Nanoty, Principal, DJMIT gave brief speech to give her best wishes for the maiden batch graduating from the college and also inspired the students for the future life challenges. She asked the students to take Oath for their successful future, as below:

As a maiden Batch student of DJMIT I take oath

1. Wherever I am, a thought will always come to my mind that is “What can I give?”
2. Whatever the mission I will do, my motto will be “Work with Integrity and succeed with Integrity.
3. When I am in a professional carrier, I will ensure that I will lead at least ten members to achieve higher education.
4. My greatest Friends will be great human beings, great teachers and great books.
5. I firmly believe that no problem can defeat me; I will become the captain of the problem, defeat the problem and succeed.

All the students stoop up and said “I Promise”

Our Chief Guest Ms. Avi Sabavala, President-VCCI was quite impressed by the speeches of the students. She advised the students to take a big stride and be ready for the future challenges after receiving the background knowledge of engineering to leap into the field of their own discipline.

**ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE AWARDS**

The meritorious students of 8th semester of all branches who excelled in the academic career till date amongst their classmates received this award consisting of a memento and certificate for their excellence.
Overall 2 students from Civil Engineering Department, 7 students from Mechanical Engineering Department, 1 student from Computer Science and Engineering Department, 5 students from Electronics and Communication Engineering Department and 5 students from Electrical Engineering Department received the excellence award.

**LAUNCHING OF DJMIT SONG AND STUDENT MAGAZINE:**
The launching of DJMIT Theme Song was announced by Mr. Sutaria-Director DJMIT and launching of Students’ Magazine was announced by Principal-DJMIT.

This event was memorable due to two special announcements. One was the launching of **DJMIT theme song** and launching of Students’ Magazine – ‘**MAGAZINE OF DJMITIANS’** (MOD). The composition and wordings of the theme song was very nice and it received overwhelming response from the audience as it was revealed from the professional composition approach of the song.

**CULTURAL PROGRAMME BY STUDENTS:**
A brief cultural programme was conducted by Students. The programme included song, solo dance and group dance by the students.
Solo and Group Dance by Students during Cultural Programme

Student Group photos after the Farewell Event

END NOTE:
After the cultural programme of students, our Chairman Mr. Narendra Shrimali highlighted few important points which a student can remember and recall after such ceremony. He gave a little awakening to the students in terms of future endeavours and also was keen to help them in future interactions as alumni.

Speech by Chairman-DJMIR

Students enjoying tea and snacks after the farewell event

After the inspirational speech by our chairman, vote of thanks was proposed by Prof. Ashish Talati – HOD-Civil Department. Compeering was done by Prof. Kajal Rao for the farewell event. The Program concluded with National Anthem, followed by High Tea for all.